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INTRODUCTION

The Mormon Bibliography 1991 is a selective bibliography of publications about Mormons and Mormonism. It is selective because, although every attempt was made to include all aspects of Mormonism, we have excluded some types of items. Specifically, we excluded all newspaper articles and articles published in the official magazines of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints; these are well indexed by the Church itself. We have, however, retained and listed in the Arts and Literature section of the bibliography the individual poems, short stories, etc., from these official magazines.

In the Arts and Literature section, we have included every item pertaining to this category, except critical essays, which is written by a Mormon author, regardless of the content. The other sections include only articles and books written by Mormon authors with a specific Mormon focus and theme.

As with any bibliography, of course, we constantly fear not knowing of a publication and therefore leaving it out. If readers know of publications that should have been included in this Mormon Bibliography, please contact Ellen Copley or Scott Duvall in the Department of Special Collections of the Harold B. Lee Library at BYU. We will include those publications in the 1992 Mormon Bibliography.

This bibliography is broadly organized into the following sections: List of Abbreviations, Arts and Literature, Bibliography, Biography and Autobiography, Contemporary Issues, Doctrine and Scripture, History, and Inspiration. The works are listed alphabetically by author within each section.

Ellen M. Copley is Special Collections and Manuscripts Department Assistant, Harold B. Lee Library, Brigham Young University. Ellen gratefully acknowledges the assistance of Scott Duvall and the BYU Studies staff.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

The following abbreviations are used for Mormon-content periodicals and anthologies that have been analyzed by chapters.

Mormon-Content Periodicals

BH
_Beehive History_ 17 (1991). Published annually by the Utah State Historical Society, Salt Lake City. This issue was dedicated to twentieth-century Utahns of achievement. We included the works of those authors whose descriptions clearly indicated they were Latter-day Saints.

BYU Studies
_BYU Studies_ 31 (1991). Published quarterly by Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah.

BYU Today
_BYU Today_ 45 (1991). Published six times a year by Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah. Includes feature articles, news items, and columns.

CMSA

Dialogue

Ensign
_Ensign_ 21 (1991). Published monthly by The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.

Exponent II

Inscape

Insight

Insights
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JMH

JWHAJ

L&SB
Literature and Belief 11 (1991). Published annually by the Brigham Young University College of Humanities, Provo, Utah.

LE

MHAN

Mormon Issues
Mormon Issues 1–2 (1991). Published monthly by Mormon Miscellaneous, Sandy, Utah. Only issues 1 and 2 were available at time of compilation.

Nauvoo Journal
Nauvoo Journal 3 (1991). Published quarterly by the Early Mormon Research Institute, Hyrum, Utah. Contains a continuing article entitled “Early Branches 1830–1850.” Also includes other miscellaneous articles about Nauvoo.

New Era

Pioneer

RV
Restoration Voice 75–80 (1991). Published six times a year by Cumorah Books, Independence, Missouri. No official connection with the RLDS Church. Included in this bibliography are only articles of a historical nature relating to the period of time before the separation.

RBBM
Saints Herald


SRE

Snake River Echoes 20 (1991). Published annually by the Upper Snake River Valley Historical Society, Rexburg, Idaho. This issue is entitled “A Focus on Medicine.” We included the works of those authors whose descriptions clearly indicated they were Latter-day Saints.

Sunstone


This People


UHQ

Utah Historical Quarterly 59 (1991). Published quarterly by the Utah State Historical Society, Salt Lake City.

Witness


ZA


ZR


Anthologies Analyzed by Chapter

CW


DLLS (1990)


DLLS (1991)
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DS

FG

GBKR

KT

LOG

MS

PP

RBOM

RG

TS

WOF

WPW
ARTS AND LITERATURE

Novels, short stories, plays, poetry, critical essays, personal essays, music, and articles about the arts written by or about Mormons.

Art


Critical Essays


Drama


Music


Novels
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**Personal Essays**


Burgess, Jean. "And Then There Was Light." In PP, 82–90.
Davidson, Rebecca Piatt. "When First Thou Didst Entice to Thee My Heart: Some Thoughts on Nurturance and Conversion." In RG, 21–34.
Feinga, Sela. "Throw the Baby!" In TS, 229–32. [Having the faith to do as told]
—. "Writing Golda’s History." In RG, 59–66.
Groberg, John H. "There Is the Light." In TS, 155–57.
Harryman, Don D. "With All Thy Getting, Get Understanding." In PP, 23–35.
Hopoate, Pita Foliaki. “I Will Be on Your Right Hand and on Your Left.” In 73, 274–81.


Hurston, Anna. “Suffering into Truth.” In PP, 14–22.

‘Iloa, Samuelu. “And Hath Compassion on Thee.” In 75, 235–36.


Ka‘ili, Tevita. “When the Spirit Moves.” In 75, 272–73.


Kioa, Filipe. “One Heart and One Faith.” In 75, 90–92.


Kongaika, Lu‘isa Palauini. “Speaking the Truth in Love.” In 75, 141–44.


——. “There Shall Not an Hair of Your Head Perish.” In 75, 162–64.


Latu, Sione Tu’alau. “I Go to Do His Bidding.” In 75, 264–66.


Lisaia, Muli. “Behold Your Little Ones.” In 75, 286–89.


Malan, Jayne B. “Learning Points of Faith.” In WPW, 141–46.


[Making disorders]


Naeata, Tonu. "Fled from the Presence of the Lord." In TS, 240–42.
"One Mormon’s Lesbian Experiences." In PP, 47–49.
Palmer, Sally B. "I’ll See You in the Morning." In RG, 1–9.
Paxton, Tavita. "A Tree Grows in Her Memory." In RG, 35–46.
Taber, Susan B. "In Jeopardy Every Hour." In WOF, 155–69.
Taimani, Tavita. "He Will Protect His Servants." In TS, 294–95.
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Thayer, Donlu DeWitt. “Respite for a Heretic: Jesus Christ and the Language of Desire.” In WOF, 135–44.
Thomas, M. Catherine. “When Our Reaching Reaches His.” In WPW, 186–90.
Tua’one, ‘Epalahame, and Lilevai Tua’one. “No Greater Cause.” In TS, 113–17.

Poetry


——. "Bear Lake (To Grampa Mac)." *New Era* 21 (July 1991): 51.
McCloud, Susan Evans. "Mary." In CW, 141.
——. "Christ Children." In CW, 95.
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Thayne, Emma Lou. "Christmas Vigil of Mothers at the Gates of the Pershing Missile Site, Mutlangen, Germany." In CW, 311.
—. "October Visit to a Sister in the Hospital." Exponent II 16, no. 2 (1991): 11.

Short Stories

—. "Christmas Stories." In CW, 265–79.
—. "The Burial Pool." In CW, 331–41.
Card, Orson Scott. “Christmas at Helaman’s House.” In CW, 9–32.
Goodwin, Jack B. “My Grandmother Was a Convert: A Historical Sketch.” Pioneer 38
Hale, Veda Tebbs. “Where Have You Been, Thelda Sue, Thelda Sue.” Exponent II 16,
Harker, Herbert. “Mr. Gregory.” In CW, 223–33.
Hughes, Dean. “Sun on the Snow.” In CW, 97–105.
7–17.
Keddington, Dorothy M. “Sergei’s First Christmas.” In CW, 259–64.
165–69.
Kidd, Kathryn H. “Voucher and the Christmas Wars.” In CW, 57–82.
Marshall, Donald R. “Friends and Loved Ones Far and Near/Merry Xmas from Our
House to Yours.” In CW, 247–58.
89–100.
Parry, Jay A. “When Santa Scratched His Beard.” In CW, 295–308.
——. Pax Vobiscum.” In CW, 313–23.

Miscellaneous

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Published bibliographies about Mormons and Mormonism.


BIOGRAPHY AND AUTOBIOGRAPHY

Published autobiographical and biographical sketches and books about Mormons.
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Benson, Lee. “The Other Side of Ty Detmer.” This People 12 (Summer 1991): 40–44.


Cannon, John W. "Alema Fitisemanu." This People 12 (Spring 1991): 47.


Humpherys, Leslie Crider. To Every Thing There Is a Season and a Time to Every Purpose under the Heaven: The Donna Carson Story. Orem, Utah: Cedar Fort, 1991.


Wolfgang, Harold. “Grandma Mary.” *This People* 12 (Holiday 1991): 77–78. [Mary Cox]

Issues facing Mormons and the Mormon Church.


Cummings, Richard J. “Some Reflections on the Mormon Identity Crisis.” In WOF, 61–70.


Dunn, Paul H. “Paul Dunn’s Comments: Excerpts from His Interview with the Arizona Republic.” Sunstone 15 (September 1991): 44–45.


—. “Terms of Address among Latter-day Saints.” In DLSS (1990), 133–59.


Heaton, Tammy B. “Helping the Victim of Abuse.” In WPW, 249–54.
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Lee, Bruce. “One Man’s Dream.” This People 12 (Summer 1991): 24–30. [Fred C. Adams, founder of the Utah Shakespearean Festival]


“The Long-Term Lesbian Relationship.” In PP, 74–81.


Molen, Ron. “The Two Churches of Mormonism.” In WOF, 25–33. [Members and hierarchy of the Church]


“Mormon Leader Admits Tall Tales.” Christianity Today 35 (April 8, 1991): 63. [Paul Dunn]


“New Friends.” In PP, 137–49.
———. “Loving Wisely: Codependency and Inner Spiritual Strength.” In WPW, 174–85.
“Render unto Smith.” Economist 320 (July 13, 1991): 27–29. [Mormon Church Finances, from an Arizona Republic article]
Riddle, Chauncey C. “Language, Conversation, Sanity and Reality.” In DLLS (1991), 138–42. [Sanity and agency]
Schow, Adonna. “Sexuality as Spiritual.” In PP, 290–95.


Spencer, Carolyn M. “Comparison and Contrast of Spanish and English Discourse Styles.” In *DLS* (1991), 70–90. [Spanish and English testimonies]


**DOCTRINE AND SCRIPTURE**

Works of a doctrinal nature, as well as works published about aspects of the Mormon scriptures.


Backman, Robert L. "Education: Molding Character." In _DS_, 153–61. [Development of Godlike characteristics and attributes]


Belnap, Austin H. _Majestic Catastrophe_. Salt Lake City: Lozo, 1991. [Earth’s last days]


———. "Nephi’s Use of Lehi’s Record." In _RBOM_, 3–14.
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Hanks, Marion D. Bread upon the Waters. Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1991.
Hardy, Grant R. "Mormon as Editor." In RBOM, 15–28.


Larsen, Dean L. “Likening the Scriptures unto Us.” In *DS*, 71–79.


Lund, Gerald N. “Divine Indebtedness and the Atonement.” In *MS*, 73–89.


———. “In Him All Things Hold Together.” In *DS*, 103–12.


Merrill, Byron R. “Behold, the Lamb of God: The Savior’s Use of Animals as Symbols.” In *LOG*, 129–47.


Nyman, Monte S. “Abinadi’s Commentary on Isaiah.” In MS, 161–86.


——. “Simon, I Have Somewhat to Say unto Thee: Judgment and Condemnation in the Parables of Jesus.” In DS, 113–19.


Pew, W. Ralph. “For the Sake of Retaining a Remission of Your Sins.” In MS, 227–45.


Ricks, Stephen D. “King, Coronation, and Covenant in Mosiah 1–6.” In RBOM, 209–19.


Rockwood, Jolene Edmunds. “Eve’s Role in the Creation and the Fall to Mortality.” In WPW, 49–65.


——. “Poetry in the Book of Mormon.” In RBOM, 100–113.
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Silver, Cherry B. "Bless the Individual Woman." In KT, 17-31.

—. "Build a Personal Testimony." In KT, 1-16.


—. "Seasons of War, Seasons of Peace in the Book of Mormon." In RBOM, 249-55.


Stephenson, Jonathan H. "'I Am He': Jesus' Public Declarations of His Own Identity." In LOG, 162-72.


Szink, Terrence L. "Nephi and the Exodus." In RBOM, 38-51.

Tanner, John S. "Jacob and His Descendants as Authors." In RBOM, 52-66.


—. "The Hebrew Background of the Book of Mormon." In RBOM, 77-91.


Williams, Clyde J. "Deliverance from Bondage." In *MS*, 261–74.


**HISTORY**

Works published about the history of Mormons, Mormonism, and the Mormon Church.
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—. "Mormondom's Financial Records." This People 12 (Summer 1991): 46–47.
—. "Women for Peace." This People 12 (Spring 1991): 13–14. [Mormon Women]


Godfrey, Audrey M. "Uncle Sam's Most Foolish Expedition." *This People* 12 (Autumn 1991): 34–38. [Songs about the Utah War]
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Isom, Jim. "Major League Mormons." This People 12 (Autumn 1991): 22–27. [Mormons who have played major league baseball]


Jenkins, Carri P. "Y Professor Gathers Documents from the Missouri Conflict." BYU Today 45 (January 1991): 8–9. [Clark V. Johnson examines Missouri redress petitions]


Johnson, Norman K. "The Other Mormon Money." The Numismatist 104 (December 1991): 1914–20. ["In response to a shortage of circulating currency, Mormon settlers developed a variety of scrip to supplement and facilitate their self-sufficient barter economy”]


Lindsey, Betina. "Woman as Healer in the Modern Church." In WOF, 89–101.

Lyman, Edward Leo. "From the City of Angels to the City of Saints: The Struggle to Build a Railroad from Los Angeles to Salt Lake City." *California History* 70 (Spring 1991): 76–93.
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—-. "Beyond the Problems of Exceptionalist History." In GBKR, 133–51.


Stovall, Mary E. "Did Grandmother Have a Happy Marriage? Myths and Realities of American Families." In WPW, 69–92.


Worster, Donald. "The Kingdom, the Power, and the Water." In GBKR, 21–38.


**INSPIRATION**

Inspirational stories about Mormons or Mormonism.

Bird, Randall G. "The Dating Game: For Whom the Phone Tolls." In FG, 39–46.


Bybee, Mark A. "Is It Falling in Love or Growing in Love?" In FG, 63–68.


Cannon, George I. "Live to Make Good Memories." In DS, 141–51.


Cline, Vivian R. "Integrity: What’s Your Price?" In FG, 115–24.


Eyring, Henry B. "Waiting upon the Lord." In DS, 15–23.
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Jack, Elaine L. “Them and Us.” In DS, 121–32. [Value of the individual and unity within wards and auxiliaries]


Kapp, Ardeth G. “What Will You Make Room for in Your Wagon?” In DS, 41–50. [Using time wisely]


——. “I Say unto You, Be One.” In DS, 81–91. [Church School Governance]


